Preoperative CD4+CD25+/CD4+ and tumor diameter predict prognosis in male patients with bladder cancer.
Aim: The value of the peripheral blood lymphocyte subpopulation ratios and tumor diameter for prognosis in bladder cancer (BC) patients needs to be explored. Materials & methods: A total of 161 male BC patients and 68 male normal controls were retrospectively reviewed. The value of combining predictor consisted of both CD4+CD25+/CD4+ and computed tomography urography tumor diameter (CTU-D) on stage, overall survival (OS) and recurrence probability was analyzed by logistic regression, Kaplan-Meier method and log-rank test. Results: The combining predictor was a statistically independent risk for stage; dramatic differences in OS and recurrence probability were found between the combining predictor-high (cut-off point >0.08) and combining predictor-low groups (cut-off point ≤0.08). Conclusion: The combining predictor could be a significant predictor for advanced stage, OS and recurrence probability in male patients with BC.